WAVE DYNAMICS AND ITS IMPACT TO WAVE CLIMATE PROJECTION
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Impacts and adaptations of climate change have been studied in various fields. In order to assess the impacts of climate change on coastal areas, it is necessary to evaluate how wave change due to the climate changes. Projections of global wave climate have been carried out by some research groups for next IPCC report. Projection of wave climate contains uncertainties, such as scenario uncertainty, GCM uncertainty and wave model uncertainty. The uncertainties need to be estimated for reliable projections. In this study, wave model uncertainty was evaluated. Global wave hindcasts were conducted using SWAN with four different models of source terms and the impacts of different wave models on global long-term wave statistics were made clear. Furthermore, the global characteristics of differences in long-term wave statistics due to different models were compared with the result of global wave climate projection (Mori et al., 2010). Global long-term wave statistics are varied depending on choice of formula of $S_m$ and $S_{sw}$ rather than that of $S_{dir}$. The uncertainty is larger in eastern lower latitude of ocean especially in the Pacific where swells dominate. On the other hand, the uncertainty of future wave climate change due to wave model is negligibly small in higher latitude where wind-waves dominate.
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INTRODUCTION

Impacts and adaptations of the climate change have been studied in various fields. Sea level rise greatly impacts human activity near coastal zones (IPCC, 2007), and amplifies the vulnerability of coastal regions. From 1870 to 2004, global sea level has risen by 1.7±0.3 mm/year (IPCC, 2007). On the other hand, ocean waves give more complex dynamic impacts than sea level rise to coastal and ocean structures, beach morphology, ecosystem and so on. In order to assess the impacts of climate change on coastal areas, it is necessary to evaluate how wave climates change due to the climate changes.

Wave climate has long-term trend or variability (decadal or multi-decadal) associated with climate change. Long-term change of past wave climate has been reported by several researchers. Wang and Swail (2002) showed that trend of annual maxima of wave height in North Atlantic past four decades was 5 cm/year. Menéndez et al. (2008) reported significant positive long-term trends in observed extreme wave heights between 30°-45°N latitude near western coasts of the USA. Wave climate can be expected continuously to change corresponding to climate change.

Projections of global wave climate have been carried out by some research groups for next IPCC report in 2013. Wang and Swail (2006) projected global wave climate change using a statistical downscaling method. Mori et al. (2010) carried out projection of global wave climate at the end of 21st century using dynamical downscaling method, and showed clear future change in averaged wave heights. Hemer et al. (2011) compared global wave projections carried out by 5 international groups each other. The ensemble projection of future change in averaged Hs is up to about 0.3 m. The increase in significant wave heights over the Antarctic Ocean seems to be robust. However, standard deviations in ensemble wave climate projections are larger than projected future change over the vast area except for the Antarctic Ocean.

Each global wave projection is based on different scenarios, different Global Climate Models (GCM) and different downscaling approaches for wave climate. These choices of scenario, GCM and wave model lead to variations for wave climate projection. This is uncertainty of wave climate projection, and needs to be evaluated. The uncertainty in scenario for wave climate projections has been evaluated (Wang and Swail, 2006; Charles et al., 2012). They indicated the future changes under higher and lower emission scenario are similar in spatial pattern but different in amplitude. Uncertainty in GCM is larger than the scenario uncertainty (Wang and Swail 2006). GCM uncertainties are differences in amplitude and spatial pattern. As for uncertainty in downscaling approach for wave climate, there is a previous study evaluating the differences between physical and statistical wave model, however, uncertainty by different physical wave models is not clear. Therefore, the objective in this study is to estimate uncertainties in wave projection by different physics in wave model such as source terms.
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METHODOLOGY

Global wave hindcasts were carried out based on sea surface wind \(U_{10}\) from European Center for Mid-Weather Forcast’s (ECMWF’s) ERA-40 re-analysis (Uppala et al., 2006) and wave model SWAN version 40.85 (Booij et al., 1999) changing wave physical settings. Computations were conducted in periods of 1995 to 1997 and 1999 to 2001, using a spherical coordinate with 1 degree spatial resolution, driven by 6-hourly ERA-40’s \(U_{10}\) whose spatial resolution is 2.5 degree. Spectral space was discretized with 25 frequencies from 0.04 Hz to 0.5 Hz and 36 directions.

In deep water, the spectral energy (E) balance which is governing equation of SWAN is written as

\[
\frac{DE}{Dt} = S_m + S_{wc} + S_\text{n}\text{l4} \tag{1}
\]

where \(S_m\), \(S_{wc}\) and \(S_\text{n}\text{l4}\) represent the processes of wave generation by wind, dissipation by white-capping and quadruplet wave-wave interaction, respectively. \(S_m\) and \(S_{wc}\) are formulated under several empirical assumptions. Therefore, processes of \(S_m\) and \(S_{wc}\) are treated in several formulas, which require combination of different source terms. In this study, two major formulas for \(S_m\) and \(S_{wc}\) are adopted for the evaluation. One is \(S_m\) modeled by Komen et al. (1984) with \(S_{wc}\) of WAM Cycle III formulation (Komen et al., 1984), which is default combination in SWAN model. The other is \(S_m\) involving wave-wave interactions (Janssen, 1991) with \(S_{wc}\) of WAM Cycle IV formulation (Gunther et al., 1992). These two formulas for \(S_m\) and \(S_{wc}\) are denoted as KOM and JAN hereafter, respectively.

On the other hand, the wave interaction process of \(S_\text{n}\text{l4}\) is mathematically well understood. However, the exact computation of \(S_\text{n}\text{l4}\) requires huge computational cost. In operational wave model, approximate expression of \(S_\text{n}\text{l4}\) is used generally. Discrete Interaction Approximation (DIA) proposed by Hasselmann (1984) is used commonly for many wave models. Global Ocean is strongly dominated by swell waves (Semedo et al., 2011) and swell requires the accurate computation of non-linear wave-wave interaction because existence of swell makes shape of wave spectrum become complex. Thus, in addition to DIA, more accurate approximation method of \(S_\text{n}\text{l4}\), Multiple DIA (MDIA; Hashimoto and Kawaguchi, 2001) was applied for global wave simulation. The computation of full nonlinear wave interactions (XNL) is getting popular for research but it is still expensive to use in global scale.

Global wave simulations were conducted using SWAN with four different model settings consisting of two formulas for \(S_m\) and \(S_{wc}\) of JAN and KOM, and two approximation methods of \(S_\text{n}\text{l4}\), of DIA and MDIA. Four different model settings are denoted as JAN+DIA, JAN+MDIA, KOM+DIA and KOM+MDIA, respectively. Target wave statistics are long-term averaged significant wave height \(H_s\), mean wave period \(T_m\), mean wave direction \(\text{Dir}\) and 99% quantile of \(H_s\). These wave statistics computed by different settings are compared with each other. There are several studies investigated the differences in wave statistics due to different model settings in short period such as a few days during tropical storm passing. In order to estimate the uncertainty of wave climate projection, long-term (annual) wave statistics are focused.

Finally, the global characteristics of differences in long-term wave statistics due to different model settings are compared with the result of global wave climate projection (Mori et al., 2010) and the uncertainty of global wave climate projection is evaluated.

### Table 1. List of source terms for validation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source term</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Notation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(S_{10})</td>
<td>Komen et al. (1984)</td>
<td>KOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S_{\text{nl4}})</td>
<td>Janssen (1991)</td>
<td>JAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S_{\text{nl4}})</td>
<td>Hasselman (1984)</td>
<td>DIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(S_{\text{nl4}})</td>
<td>Hashimoto and Kawaguchi (2001)</td>
<td>MDIA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

At first, averaged \(H_s\), \(T_m\) and \(\text{Dir}\) for 3 years from 1995 to 1997 simulated by SWAN with JAN+DIA setting are shown in Figure 1–3 respectively. The spatial characteristics of averaged \(H_s\), \(T_m\)
and Dir and difference of source terms for the long-term wave climate projection will be discussed in this section.

$H_s$ are larger at higher in latitude corresponding to strong westerly wind (Figure 1). $H_s$ in the Antarctic Ocean are the largest, which is about 3.5 m. $T_m$ are longer in the Antarctic, lower latitude and eastern part of the north Pacific because of swell propagating from higher latitude (Figure 2). In Atlantic, $T_m$ are shorter comparing with the Pacific. $T_m$ at western sea of Mexico are the longest, which is about 8s. Waves propagate westward in 40°S – 40°N and eastward in higher latitude than 40° (Figure 3).

**Difference in $H_s$**

Figure 4 shows differences in averaged $H_s$ by JAN+DIA and KOM+DIA. Over the globe, averaged $H_s$ by JAN+DIA have tendency to be larger than those by KOM+DIA. Especially, in eastern part of the Pacific Ocean, the differences are significant and up to 0.8m. These differences are mainly caused by an accuracy of swell. Simple fetch limited numerical experiments shows that spectrum of wave calculated by JAN have a steeper peak at longer wave period than those of KOM (not shown), which can generate larger and less dispersive swell. Therefore, the differences become larger in eastern of ocean basin due to effect of larger swell components. Spatial distribution of differences (Figure 4) is similar to that of “swell pool” in Chen et al. (2002). Therefore, differences are remarkable in swell dominant region which is the eastern part of ocean basin.

![Figure 1. 3 years averaged $H_s$ simulated by SWAN with JAN+DIA setting](image)
Figure 2. 3 years averaged $T_m$ simulated by SWAN with JAN+DIA setting

Figure 3. 3 years averaged Wave direction simulated by SWAN with JAN+DIA setting (nautical coordinate)
For extreme wave climate, differences in 99% quantile of $H_s$ calculated by JAN+DIA and KOM+DIA are similar to those of averaged value spatially (not shown). The differences are up to 1 m at lower latitude in the eastern Pacific. On the other hand, averaged value and 99% quantile of $H_s$ calculated by DIA are similar to those by MDIA. It was found that MDIA doesn’t influence on long-term wave statistics such as $H_s$, $T_m$ and $Dir$ significantly in global scale, comparing with DIA. Therefore, differences of wind energy input between KOM and JAN are focused hereafter.

For the validation, the simulated wave heights were compared with buoy observations. As an example, the results of comparison with buoy at the northwest of Hawaii (#51001), obtained from National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s National Data Buoy Center (NOAA, NDBC), is shown in Figure 5. The comparison was conducted by Quantile-Quantile plot of 1 to 99 percentiles in 1995. Although the simulated values are underestimated totally, but wave heights calculated by JAN show better agreement with observation than those of KOM. The comparisons with other buoy observations showed the similar results.

**Difference in $T_m$**

Figure 6 shows differences in 3 years averaged $T_m$. $T_m$ by JAN+DIA is clearly longer than that of KOM+DIA especially in the lower latitude and the eastern part of ocean basin which is swell dominant area. 3-year (1995 - 1997) averaged $T_m$ of buoy observation at the northwest of Hawaii (NOAA/NDBC #51001), the eastern North Pacific (#46003), and east of Florida (#41010) are 6.8s, 7.2s and 5.6s respectively (obtained from “The KNMI/ERA-40 WAVE ATLAS”, [http://www.knmi.nl/waveatlas](http://www.knmi.nl/waveatlas)). $T_m$ by JAN+DIA at the three locations are 7.2s, 7.2s and 5.2s. Those of KOM+DIA are 4.6s, 4.7s and 3.6s. Therefore, $T_m$ by JAN+DIA is plausible rather than KOM+DIA, considering observation.

**Difference in $Dir$**

Figure 7(a) shows 3 years averaged $Dir$ by JAN+DIA and KOM+DIA. Differences in $Dir$ are also significant at swell dominant regions which are lower latitude in eastern part of the Pacific. Figure 7(b) shows 3-year averaged $Dir$, focusing on lower latitude in eastern part of the Pacific Ocean. In the Antarctic Ocean, directions by JAN and KOM are almost same. However, in lower latitude, wave...
directions by JAN are more eastward than those of KOM. Wave directions by JAN are closer to
direction of swell propagation which is generated in the Antarctic Ocean and propagates north-eastward.
On the other hand, wave directions by KOM correspond well to wind direction which is westward.

**Difference in Periodic change of \( H_s \)**

The wave statistics itself are important but also the changes of wave statistics are important for
projection of future wave climate. Therefore, we evaluate the periodic changes of average \( H_s \) from the
period 1995-1997 to the period 1999 to 2001. Periodic change of averaged \( H_s \) by JAN+DIA is shown in
**Figure 8**. The \( H_s \) increases at higher latitude and lower latitude in the Pacific, and decrease at mid
latitude in the Northern Hemisphere. The range of change is about -0.25 m to +0.25 m. **Figure 9**
indicates the differences in periodic change of \( H_s \) between JAN+DIA and KOM+DIA. The differences
are larger in eastern part of the Pacific Ocean and those are about -0.02 to +0.06 cm. Differences at
eastern lower latitude in the Pacific Ocean correspond to 100% of periodic change by JAN+DIA. This
difference is also caused by swell effect. Increases in averaged \( H_s \) in higher latitude of the Pacific
(Figure 8) reads to increase in swell heights in eastern lower latitude. The increase in swell height by
JAN+DIA is larger than KOM+DIA. This is why the differences in periodic change are larger in the
swell dominant region. Nevertheless, the periodic change is relatively larger in higher latitude which is
wind-wave dominant area, the differences in periodic change are negligibly small.

**Comparing with projection of future wave climate**

Mori et al., (2010) conducted projection of future wave climate in the end of 21st century under
global warming condition using MRI Atmospheric General Circulation Model (MRI-AGCM-3.1S) for
CMIP5 and SWAN. **Figure 10** is the result of projected future change of averaged \( H_s \) from the period
1979 to 2003 to the period 2075 to 2099. This projection was based on SWAN with JAN+DIA setting.
This future change was up to 0.3 m. This future change is characterized by increase in the Antarctic
Ocean and decrease in the mid-latitude area. This future change is almost same order as the short-term
periodic change as shown in Figure 8. Even though this future change (Figure 10) is based on 25 years
average and the periodic change (Figure 8) is based on 3 years average, this future change can be
considered to become smaller especially at eastern lower latitude of the Pacific Ocean by about 0.05 m,
if using KOM+DIA instead of JAN+DIA because the increase in wave heights at the Antarctic Ocean
reads to less increase in swell height at lower latitude than that of JAN+DIA. On the other hands, in the
wind-wave dominant region which is higher latitude, future change is not expected to be varied
depending on KOM+DIA or JAN+DIA.

Figure 5. Quantile-Quantile plot for comparison with buoy at Northwest of Hawaii (NOAA/NDBC #51001)
Figure 6. Differences between 3 years (1995-1997) averaged $T_m$ calculated by JAN+DIA and KOM+DIA 
(JAN+DIA – KOM+DIA)

(a) Global view
(b) Focusing on the south eastern Pacific Ocean

Figure 7. 3 years (1995-1997) averaged $\text{Dir}$ calculated by JAN+DIA and KOM+DIA

Figure 8. Changes of average $H_s$ by JAN+DIA from period 1995-1997 to period 1999 to 2001
Figure 9. Difference between Changes of average $H_s$ from period 1995-1997 to period 1999 to 2001 calculated by JANL+DIA and KOM+DIA (JAN+DIA − KOM+DIA)

Figure 10. Projected future change of $H_s$ from period 1979 – 2003 to period 2075 - 2099
CONCLUSIONS

Global wave simulations were conducted using ERA-40 reanalysis wind and wave model SWAN with four different model configurations, consisting of two formulas for $S_{in}$ and $S_{nc}$, and two approximation methods for $S_{nle}$, in order to estimate the uncertainty of projection of future global wave climate arising from wave models. The global long-term wave statistics are found to be varied depending on choice of formula of $S_{in}$ and $S_{nc}$ rather than that of $S_{nle}$. The differences of long-term wave statistics due to choice of formula of $S_{in}$ and $S_{nc}$ are larger in eastern lower latitude of ocean basin especially the Pacific where swells dominate. The difference in 3 years averaged $H_i$ between JAN and KOM is up to 0.8 m. The differences are caused by difference in numerical accuracy of swell component. The swell calculated by JAN is larger in height and less dispersive than KOM. $T_m$ by JAN is clearly longer than that of KOM. The wave directions, $Dir$, in eastern lower latitude are varied depending on JAN or KOM due to difference in swell.

Periodic change of $H_i$ calculated by JAN is different with that by KOM in swell dominant region. However, despite the fact that difference in averaged $H_i$ between KOM and JAN is relatively large in part of wind-wave dominant region, about 0.8 m, the difference is negligibly small. Therefore, uncertainty in future change of wave climate at higher latitude arising from wave model is small, but the uncertainty at lower latitude, especially eastern part of ocean basin, is relatively large.

Recent studies of future wave climate projection by Mori et al. (2010) and Hemer et al. (2011) show that the increase in wave heights over the Antarctic Ocean where energetic swells are generated. Therefore swell in lower latitude would larger in the future climate corresponding to increase in wave heights in the Antarctic Ocean. However the rate of increase in swell at lower latitude is varied depending on wave model.

Swell and wind-wave have different characteristics. In addition, the extent of uncertainty in future change between swell and wind-wave is different. Therefore, projection of future wave climate requires estimation of wave climate dividing swell and wind-wave such as the work of Semedo et al. (2011). Furthermore, not only SWAN but also other common wave models such as WAVE WATCH III (Tolman, 2009) are used and the uncertainty due to wave model need to be evaluated.
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